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Introduction: Giant impacts are thought to have
played a significant role in the formation of the early so-
lar system. [e.g. 1]. Giant impact basins are found on
all known terrestrial bodies [2]. The origins of structures
like the lunar South Pole-Aitken Basin [3], martian hemi-
spheric dichotomy [4] and hermian Caloris Basin [5] are
of ongoing scientific interest.

The question of what size impactor created a given
crater is perhaps the fundamental question for impact case
studies. Diagnosis of the relationship between target and
projectile properties and the size of the resulting crater is
non-trivial. Craters on geologic scales of interest (&1 km)
lack observational data on impactor diameter and speed
[6]. One alternative approach is to extrapolate results
from laboratory impact experiments to scales of geologic
interest. Scaling laws have been proposed that give re-
lations among dimensionless crater parameters (e.g. the
ratio of crater radius to projectile radius or the ratio of
excavated mass to projectile mass) over a wide range of
scales.

Previous work [7, 8] has established that the dimen-
sions of transient craters are in good agreement with pre-
dictions from scaling laws for simulations of geologic
scale impact events. In very large scale impacts, with
projectile radii &50 km, crater scaling laws are not well
tested. It is expected that in giant cratering scenarios the
large scale properties of the target cause the scaling laws
to break down. In this work we examine the validity of
crater scaling laws for giant impacts focusing on the con-
sequences of the surface curvature and realistic thermal
profile of the target.

Crater Scaling: Most crater scaling relations are pro-
posed as power laws in terms of scaled (dimension-
less) crater parameters. For example, the radius (r) and
volume(V ) of the transient crater can be scaled by target
density (ρt) and projectile mass (mi) to give:

πD = rρt/mi (1)

πV = V (ρt/mi) (2)

and the projectile radius (a) can be scaled by target sur-
face gravity (g) and impactor speed (vi):

π2 = 3.22ga/v2
i (3)

to give scaling relations in the gravity regime

πD = CDπ
−β
2 (4)

and
πV = CV π

−γ
2 (5)

where the material dependent constants (CD, CV , β, γ)
can be found from laboratory and explosion experiments.
Estimated values for water are (CD = 1.88, β =
0.22, CV = 2.1, γ = 0.65) and for wet sand (CD =
1.6, β = 0.22, CV = 0.2, γ = 0.65) these latter values
are found to be a reasonable fit for impacts into compe-
tent rock [9, 10, 6, 11].

Method: This study uses iSALE, a two-dimensional,
multi-material and multi-rheology hydrocode [12] which
consolidates various [13, 14] extensions to the original
SALE hydrocode [15]. For simplicity we use the same
dunite composition for both target and projectile. Dunite
is a useful proxy for both asteroidal [16, 17] and lunar [18]
materials and it can be reasonably well described [19] by
a tabular, ANEOS [20] derived, equation of state [18].

We model a range of impactor sizes with radii between
5 km and 160 km; all at a resolution of 25 cells per pro-
jectile radius. Both spherical (radius 1738 km) and infi-
nite half-space targets were modeled. Three sets of half-
space target models were run; the first used a strength-
less target whilst another employed a strong target with an
unrealistic constant temperature of 0◦ C. The final set of
half-space experiments used a temperature profile that ap-
proximates a planet with a near-surface conductive layer
and a deeper convective zone. In the simulations of the
spherical target, self-consistent internal gravity, pressure,
strength and density fields were computed based on a
prescribed radial thermal profile, representing early lunar
conditions. An initial inverse square law gravity field was
imposed above the target surface, future experiments will
relax the time-invariance of the gravity field .

Results: Figures 1 and 2 plot transient crater diameter
and crater volume against impactor radius for impactor
radii from 5 km to 160 km. Simulations of strengthless
targets give the largest transient crater sizes. Cold, strong,
half-space targets generally have the lowest crater diam-
eters and volumes. In both the strengthless and cold tar-
gets simulated, diameter and volume scale as power laws
(equations 4 and 5). In contrast, simulations of warm half-
space targets do not scale as a simple powerr law and do
not form a single straight line in the figures. They change
from cold half-space like scaling at low projectile radii
to resemble strengthless targets for the largest impactors.
They do not form a straight line; gradients increase at in-
termediate π2 values but then decrease at larger scales.
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For the largest impactors, crater diameters, unlike
crater volumes, diverge between spherical targets and flat
targets with comparable thermal profiles.

Discussion: Our results suggest that for the lunar size
target body considered here when simulating projectiles
of up to 160 km (∼10% of the target radius) that target
curvature is relatively unimportant for predicting the vol-
ume of the transient crater. When considering crater di-
ameter however, curved targets do appear to support wider
craters than flat targets. This may be due to the smaller
volume of matter surrounding the crater at the surface in
a curved target. It is possible that target geometry may
be important event at lower impactor sizes when model-
ing other aspcects of the cratering process such as final
collapse or ejecta transport.

For the early lunar temperature profile investigated,
thermal softening begins to markedly increase crater vol-
ume for π2 ∼ 3 × 10−4 (5 km radius projectile for lunar
impacts). Decreasing strength with depth, as expected,
has much less of an effect on crater diameter at the sur-
face. The divergence in crater volume between warm and
cold targets does not increase with projectile size at the
largest scales. This flattening of πV above π2 ∼ 10−3

may be due to impacts at these large scales beginning to
penetrate stronger layers deep within the target.
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Figure 1: Scaling of simulated transient crater diameter for
changes in projectile size. The abscissa shows the π2 scal-
ing parameter the inverse Froude number which is proportional
to impactor radius (a), the ordinate shows the πD parameter
which is proportional to the ratio of the crater and impactor radii
(r/a). Symbols mark simulation runs: “Cold HS” half-space
target with a flat thermal profile, “σ = 0 HS” half-space tar-
get with no strength, “Warm HS” half-space target with a con-
ductive/convective thermal profile, “Warm Spr” spherical target
with self-consistent gravity, pressure, strength and density fields.
Lines show extrapolations from explosive and laboratory exper-
iments [6, 9, 10] for wet sand (lower dashed line) and water (up-
per dotted line). Only runs for time-independent gravity fields
are shown.
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Figure 2: Scaling of simulated transient crater volume for
changes in projectile size. See Figure 1 for an explanation of
the format.
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